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About Donna L. Wilson
Donna L. Wilson is a partner in the Los Angeles office of BuckleySandler LLP, where she
leads the Firm’s West Coast litigation practice. Ms. Wilson represents all forms of
traditional and non-traditional financial services providers, including banks, mortgage
companies, national retailers, franchisors, telecommunications and media companies,
in a variety of privacy and information security, fair credit and state unfair and
deceptive trade practice matters. In addition, Ms. Wilson assists corporate and
individual policyholders in obtaining coverage in disputes ranging from
f
individual
directors/officers for defense costs, claims for coverage for alleged privacy and data
breaches, as well as defense and liability costs for mass torts such as lead pigment
and asbestos. Regardless of the context, Ms. Wilson’s unique experience litigating on
behalf of plaintiffs -- including class action and corporate plaintiffs – leads to a nonli
linear
lilitigation
i i approach
h that
h offers
ff
efficiency
ffi i
and
d creativity.
i i
Ms. Wilson writes and lectures extensively on class action litigation, privacy and data
breach issues, and insurance coverage.
Prior to joining BuckleySandler, Ms. Wilson was the co-chair of the Consumer
Financial Services group at Kelley Drye & Warren LLP, and a litigator in its Privacy
and Data Security Group. She also was a founding partner of that firm’s Insurance
Recovery Group.
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ABOUT TRACY REZVANI

Tracy D. Rezvani joined Finkelstein Thompson LLP in September 1996 and practices in the fields of
consumer, antitrust and securities fraud litigation. She is a 1996 graduate of the George Washington
University Law School. At George Washington, Ms. Rezvani was a member editor of The George
Washington Journal of International Law & Economics. She is the Consumer Chair of the District of
C l bi ’ Bar
Columbia’s
B Antitrust
A i
andd Consumer
C
Steering
S i Committee.
C
i
M Rezvani
Ms.
R
i writes
i andd speaks
k regularly
l l
regarding consumer litigation. Her presentations include:

Legal Webinar Group of Strafford Publications: Class Actions on Data Breach and Privacy on the
Rise (December 7, 2011)

Data Breached - Coming to a Network Near You: Security & Privacy Seminar Series (October 26,
26 2011)

DC Bar Continuing Legal Education Program: The Grayson Decision and Beyond (March 1, 2011)

DC Bar Continuing Legal Education Program: Developments in Class Action Litigation 2010 (December 9,
2010)

The NetDiligence Cyber Risk & Privacy Liability Forum: Data Breach Liability: An Unstable Legal
Environment (HB Litigation Conference June 7, 2010).
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Is It A New Dawn for Plaintiffs Bringing Privacy Class Action
Cases or Simply Groundhog’s Day?



Plaintiff Introduction/View



Defense Introduction/View
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Article III Standing Versus the Requisite Damages Element –
A Distinction Without A Difference or Something More?


The Ninth Circuit has found standing
g in data breach cases:






In Krottner v. Starbucks, the Ninth Circuit ultimately dismissed the negligence claim for lack
of “actual loss or damages” under Washington law but ruled in a published decision that
“generalized anxiety and stress” resulting from a data breach is sufficient to confer Article III
standing. 628 F.3d 1139 (9th Cir. 2010)
In Ruiz v.
v Gap,
Gap 380 F
F. App’x
App x 689 (9th Cir
Cir. 2010)
2010), the Ninth Circuit reached a similar result
result,
finding that while plaintiffs’ increased risk of identity theft was not appreciable harm to
sufficiently allege damages for negligence, plaintiffs had nevertheless sufficiently alleged
injury-in-fact for Article III.

The Seventh Circuit has also recognized standing:


In Pisciotta v. Old Nat’l Bancorp, 499 F.3d 629 (7th Cir. 2007), the court concluded that a
plaintiff had standing to bring negligence-based claims by virtue of “a threat of future harm or
by an act which harms the plaintiff only by increasing the risk of future harm that the plaintiff
would have otherwise faced, absence the defendants' actions.”
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Some District Court decisions unaffected by Circuit
Precedent

















Hammond v. The Bank of New York Mellon Corp., 2010 WL 643307 (S.D.N.Y. June 25, 2010) (the Court
concludes that Plaintiffs
ff lack standing because their claims are future-oriented,
f
hypothetical, and
conjectural. There is no case or controversy.) But see Caudle v. Towers, Perrin, Forster & Crosby, Inc.,
580 F. Supp. 2d 273 (S.D.N.Y. 2008) (finding allegations of lost data is sufficient to meet plaintiff’s
standing burden)
Resnick v. AvMed, Inc., No. 1:10-cv-24513-JLK, 2011 WL 1303217, at *1 (S.D. Fla. Apr. 5, 2011)
((agreeing
g
g with Hammond that p
prospective
p
injury
j y does not q
qualify
y as cognizable
g
injury);
j y)
Amburgy v. Express Scripts, Inc., 671 F. Supp. 2d 1046 (E.D. Mo. 2009) (finding that plaintiff’s claim of
increased risk of harm based on only a possibility of having his confidential information stolen fails to
meet the constitutional requirement that plaintiff demonstrate actual harm) ;
Smith v. Chase Manhattan Bank, USA, N.A., 741 N.Y.S.2d 100 (N.Y. App. Div. 2d Dep't 2002) (finding
that where bank had sold names, addresses and financial data to marketing company, the receipt of
unwanted marketing solicitations was not an actual harm.);
harm );
Hinton v. Heartland Payment Sys., Inc., No. 09-594, 2006 WL 2177036, at *1 (D.N.J. Mar. 16, 2009)
(allegations that fail to assert an actual or imminent injury in fact amount to nothing more than mere
speculation);
Randolph v. ING Life Ins. & Annuity Co., 486 F. Supp 2d 1 (D. D.C. 2007) (plaintiff claimed that costs
associated with obtaining credit-monitoring services to prevent use of the plaintiffs personal information
constitutes "actual
actual injury"
injury but the court dismissed the case for lack of standing
standing.);
);
Bell v. Acxiom Corp., 4:06CV00485-WRW, 2006 WL 2850042 (E.D. Ark. 2006) (finding no concrete
damages sufficient for standing where plaintiff alleged increased risk of both receiving unsolicited mailing
advertisements and of identity theft.);
Giordano v. Wachovia Sec., LLC, 2006 WL 2177036 (D.N.J. 2006) (holding that plaintiff lacked Article III
standing
g because she could not show injury-in-fact
j y
that was actual or imminent as a result of the loss of
PII).
Key v. DSW, Inc., 454 F. Supp. 2d 684 (S.D. Ohio 2006) (finding no standing where an unauthorized
person obtained access to defendant’s database and acquired the personal information of 96,000
11
individuals).

Even though an increased risk of future harm may confer
standing, such a risk is typically insufficient to allow for
recovery under common law claims






In Ruiz v. Gap, 380 F. App
App’x
x 689 (9th Cir. 2010) the Ninth Circuit affirmed the district
court’s conclusion that Ruiz’s allegations of an increased risk of identity theft did “not
rise to the level of appreciable harm necessary to assert a negligence claim under
California law."
The court did not reach the issue of whether time and money spent on credit
monitoring as a result of personal information breach are sufficient damages for a
negligence claim.
Significantly, the Ninth Circuit concluded that increased risk of identity theft was
sufficient to establish Article III standing
standing.
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Victims of actual identity theft may be able to prove
damages and proceed in data breach litigation


In Stollenwerk v. Tri-West Health Care Alliance, 254 F. App'x 664 (9th Cir. 2007), the
Court of Appeals reversed the district court with respect to Brandt, a plaintiff who had
experienced six incidents of identity theft since the data breach, finding that he could
prove actual damages.







For credit monitoring, the Ninth Circuit set out a standard that purchasing credit monitoring
services to decrease the likelihood of potential future identity theft is not sufficient to establish
d
damages
ffor purposes off claiming
l i i negligence.
li
The Ninth Circuit reversed with respect to Brandt, reasoning that the plaintiff need only show
that the Tri-West burglary was a substantial factor in bringing about the result and a factor
“without which the injury would not have occurred.” Therefore, because Brandt put forth
enough circumstantial evidence to create a jury question on the issue of causation, the issue
was remanded.
remanded

The effect of Stollenwerk is that it may allow more data breach suits to proceed
where plaintiffs establish they are victims of actual identify theft.
In Kuhn v. Capital One Fin. Corp., 855 N.E.2d 790 (Mass. App. Ct. 2006), the
Appeals Court of Massachusetts reversed, finding that “‘the value of time spent’ in
seeking
ki tto preventt or undo
d th
the h
harm”” resulting
lti ffrom plaintiff’s
l i tiff’ id
identity
tit theft
th ft can
constitute a cognizable injury.


The Kuhn court referenced The Restatement (Second) of Torts § 919 (1979), which states
that “[o]ne whose legally protected interests have been endangered by the tortious conduct of
another is entitled to recover for expenditures reasonably made or harm suffered in a
reasonable effort to avert the harm threatened
threatened.”
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“Without more than allegations of increased risk of future
identity theft, the plaintiffs have not suffered a harm that the
law is prepared to remedy.”


In Pisciotta v. Old Nat’l Bancorp, 499 F.3d 629 (7th Cir. 2007), the Seventh Circuit
joined other federal district courts in uniformly rejecting such costs as a form of
cognizable injury sufficient to support legal claims for damages.







“Injury-in-fact can be satisfied by a threat of future harm or by an act which harms the plaintiff
only by increasing the risk of future harm that the plaintiff would have otherwise faced, absent
the defendant’s actions”
Individual does not suffer harm as soon as information is exposed
Credit monitoring costs do not constitute damages

Quoting the opinion in Pisciotta, the district court in Resnick v. AvMed, Inc.,
dismissed all claims for healthcare data privacy breaches under state common law
and statutory theories for lack of an injury and insufficient pleading. No. 1:10-cv1:10 cv
24513-JLK, 2011 WL 1303217, at *1 (S.D. Fla. Apr. 5, 2011).





Defendant managed care organization (MCO) had several laptop computers, which contained
the healthcare data for more than 1 million customers, stolen from its corporate offices.
Customers alleged that the MCO breach exposed them to an “increased risk of identity theft.”
The district court dismissed the claims because the mere risk of future identity theft was not a
legally cognizable injury.
Additionally, the court dismissed the claims by one plaintiff who alleged actual identity theft,
finding her allegations attempting to tie the alleged identify theft to the data breach were not
sufficient to satisfy Rule 12(b)(6)’s plausibility standard. This is a different result than the
courts reached in Stollenwerk and Kuhn where victims of actual identity theft were found to
sufficiently
ffi i tl allege
ll
d
damages.
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The First Circuit reaches a different result in Hannaford,
distinguishing it from other data breach cases on the basis
that the breach was targeted at identity theft.






In Anderson v. Hannaford Bros. Co., 2011 WL 5007175 (1st Cir. 2011), the First
Circuit distinguished Hannaford from other data breach cases by concluding that the
explicit targeting of the payment system for purposes of using the credit and debit
card numbers in order to incur fraudulent charges made it reasonable for plaintiffs to
take
ta
e steps to protect
p otect against
aga st such
suc misuse.
suse
District Court:

The district court dismissed plaintiffs’ implied contract, negligence and UTPA
claims, finding that the plaintiffs' injuries were too unforeseeable and speculative
to be cognizable under Maine law
law. See In re Hannaford Bros.
Bros Co
Co. Customer Data
Sec. Breach Litig., 613 F. Supp. 2d 108 (D. Me. 2009).
Court of Appeals:

After hearing from the Maine Supreme Court on certified questions, the First
Circuit reversed the district court's dismissal of the plaintiffs' negligence and
implied contract claims because plaintiffs' reasonably foreseeable mitigation costs
for replacing cards and obtaining insurance constitute cognizable damages under
Maine law.
15

RockYou may provide a novel theory of damages to
establish common law and negligence data breach claims.






In Claridge
g v. RockYou,, Inc.,, 785 F. Supp.
pp 2d 855 ((N.D. Cal. 2011),
), plaintiffs
p
brought
g
an action alleging defendant failed to secure and safeguard its users' sensitive
personally identifiable information (PII), including e-mail addresses, passwords, and
login credentials.
Plaintiffs argued that their PII represented valuable personal property and that they
“’
“’pay’
’ ffor the products and services they ‘‘buy’’ ffrom defendant
f
by providing their PII,
and that the PII constitutes valuable property that is exchanged not only for
defendant's products and services, but also in exchange for defendant’s promise to
employ commercially reasonable methods to safeguard the PII that is exchanged. As
a result
result, defendant’s
defendant s role in allegedly contributing to the breach of plaintiff’s
plaintiff s PII
caused plaintiff to lose the ‘value’ of their PII, in the form of their breached personal
data.”
Though the court dismissed most of the plaintiff's statutory and state law claims, it
p
to the common law contract and
denied RockYou’s motion to dismiss with respect
negligence claims, noting that plaintiff has sufficiently alleged a general basis for
harm by alleging that the breach caused loss of some ascertainable but unidentified
“value” and/or property right inherent in the PII.
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Will the ruling in RockYou is significant affect the future of
data breach litigation?





Contrary to the history of data breach claims alleging common law claims, the district
court in RockYou created an exception to the general rule by allowing contractual and
negligence claims to survive defendant’s motion to dismiss.
Additionally, the court recognized ascertainable value inherent in a consumer’s PII.
Less than one month after the RockYou ruling,
ruling a class action lawsuit was filed
against Sony in the Northern District of California.


In In Re: Sony Gaming Networks & Customer Data Security Breach Litigation, MDL No. 2258,
2011 WL 3563003 (Aug. 8, 2011), Plaintiffs contend that from April 17 through April 19, 2011,
the Sony defendants failed to adequately safeguard the financial
financial, personal identification
identification, and
related data affecting an estimated 77 million users that was stored on the PlayStation,
Qriocity and/or Sony Online Entertainment networks owned and serviced by defendants.
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As common law claims generally fail in data breach class
action suits, plaintiffs increasingly turn to statutory damages
claims


The Privacy Act
Limits the collection, disclosure, and use of personal information by government
agencies and creates a private right of action against agencies that violate the
Act. 5 U.S.C. § 552a(g)(1) (2008).

Th A
The
Actt allows
ll
ffor courts
t to
t compell the
th agency tto actt in
i accordance
d
with
ith the
th
statute, allows for aggrieved parties to recover reasonable attorney’s fees and
litigation costs, and in the case of a wrongful disclosure that is willful or
intentional, the statute authorizes recovery of actual damages, no less than the
sum off $1,000.
$1 000
In Doe v. Chao, 540 U.S. 640 (2004), the Supreme Court held that a plaintiff whose
rights were violated had to prove that they had suffered at least some actual
damages from the privacy breach in order to be awarded to the statutory minimum
damages award of $1,000.
But see, e.g., Pinero v. Jackson Hewitt (dismissing a variety of claims arising from an
alleged data privacy breach, including a claim for statutory damages under 26 U.S.C.
§ 6103, holding
g that the statute only
yp
prohibits disclosure of tax returns by
yp
persons to
whom access to tax returns was granted by the IRS)
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There is statutory protection for unlawful disclosure of
protected health information (PHI)


States may create a private right of action for victims of information breaches.






State Attorneys General were given HIPAA enforcement authority in 2009
2009.




In Rowe v. UniCare Life & Health Ins. Co., 09 C 2286, 2010 WL 86391 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 5, 2010),
plaintiffs alleged that an insurance company unlawfully released plaintiffs' protected health
information (PHI) in violation of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), the Illinois Insurance
Information and Privacy Protection Act (HPPA), and common law claims of invasion of
privacy, negligence, and breach of implied contract.
The district court denied defendants’ motion to dismiss,
dismiss rejecting defendant’s argument that
under Pisciotta, plaintiffs’ time and money spent on credit monitoring could not constitute
actual damages. The Rowe court noted that plaintiffs claim is under the Illinois HPPA, which
creates a private right of action to recover damages suffered as a result of an unlawful
disclosure of protected information.
After Health Net, Inc. lost an unencrypted portable hard drive containing PHI and failed to
quickly report the incident, Vermont AG filed a complaint for violations of HIPAA, Vermont’s
Security Breach Notice Act, and Consumer Fraud Act. A settlement was reached on January
21, 2011, in which Health Net is required to pay $55,000 to the State, submit to a datasecurity audit, and file reports with the State regarding the company’s information security
programs for
f the
h next 2 years.

Health Net, Inc. had a second data breach.


In March 2011, data servers containing the patient personal information of 1.9 million people
went missing from a California data center. Plaintiffs have filed actions in state court, alleging
violations of California laws, including Cal. Civil Code §§ 1798.81.5, 1798.82, the
C fid ti lit off M
Confidentiality
Medical
di l IInformation
f
ti A
Actt (CMIA)
(CMIA), and
d Unfair
U f i Competition
C
titi Law.
L
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The Video Privacy Protection Act of 1988
(codified at 18 U.S.C. § 2710 (2002))





Created to p
prevent the wrongful
g disclosure of p
personally
y identifiable video tape
p rental
or sale records or similar audio visual materials.
The Act is not often invoked, but stands as one of the strongest protections of
consumer privacy against a specific form of data collection, providing in addition to
other damages that may be awarded, “actual damages not less than liquidated
damages in an amount of $2,500. 18 U.S.C. § 2710(c)(2)(a)).
Netflix:




On December 17, 2009, a class action complaint was filed against Netflix, Inc., alleging that
Netflix knowingly
g y and voluntarily
y disclosed the video p
purchases of approximately
pp
y 480,000
,
Netflix subscribers when Netflix provided to contest participants data containing over 100
million subscriber movie ratings and preferences.
On March 19, 2010, the case was dismissed pursuant to a confidential settlement between
the named plaintiffs and Netflix.
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Facebook Litigation under the Video Privacy Protection Act




In November of 2007,, Facebook announced the institution of the Beacon program,
p g
,
whereby if a Facebook member visited one of 44 participating websites, it could
transmit information regarding the member’s activities on the outside website to
Facebook to be distributed through member’s wall and newsfeeds.
Harris v. Facebook (N.D. Texas)




After initially filing against Blockbuster for participating in Facebook’s Beacon program, Texas
plaintiffs filed against Facebook for violations of the Video Privacy Act.

Lane v. Facebook, Inc., C 08-3845 RS, 2009 WL 3458198 (N.D. Cal. Oct. 23, 2009).




Arising out of the same underlying activity, California plaintiffs filed against Facebook, alleged
violations of Electronic Communications Privacy Act
Act, 18 U
U.S.C.
S C § 2510; the Computer Fraud
and Abuse Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1030; the Video Privacy Protection Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2710; and
California state law.
A settlement was reached whereby Facebook reportedly agreed to terminate the Beacon
program and deposit $9.5 million into a settlement fund to be handled by a Facebookcontrolled
t ll d privacy
i
foundation.
f
d ti
Additionally,
Additi
ll F
Facebook
b k paid
id $46
$46,000
000 to
t 19 named
d plaintiffs,
l i tiff
administrative settlement costs, and almost $3.2 million for attorney's fees and costs that
would be paid first from the fund.
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California courts ruled that customer’s
customer s ZIP code is Personal
Identification Information (PII).






In a recent California ruling
ruling, Pineda v.
v Williams
Williams-Sonoma
Sonoma Stores
Stores, Inc
Inc., 246
P.3d 612 (Cal. 2011), the Supreme Court held that requesting and recording
a cardholder's Zone Improvement Plan (ZIP) code violates the Song–
Beverly Credit Card Act.
Because the holding in Pineda was limited to the issue of whether ZIP
codes constitute Personal Identification Information, the case leaves open
questions of scope and applicability.
As a result,
result lawsuits under the Song
Song-Beverly
Beverly Credit Card Act may increase
to determine the statutory damages and coverage.
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Plaintiffs allegations that AOL disclosed highly sensitive
Plaintiffs’
information was sufficient to allege ongoing injury.








On July 31, 2006, AOL packaged approximately twenty million AOL internet search
records into a database, which it then inadvertently posted on its website for the
public to download. The database contained the search records of nearly 658,000
AOL members and contained sensitive information, including financial account
information and highly personal vanity searches that could be used to reveal the
identity of the AOL member.
In Doe 1 v. AOL LLC, 719 F. Supp. 2d 1102, 1105 (N.D. Cal. 2010), plaintiffs filed
under the Electronic Communication Privacy Act (ECPA) and California state law.
The district court found plaintiffs had established Article III standing and had a claim
under California's Consumers Legal Remedies Act (CLRA).
Significantly the AOL court found that the defendant's
Significantly,
defendant s disclosure of members'
members
undeniably sensitive information, including credit card numbers, social security
numbers, financial account numbers and passwords, was “not something that
members bargained for when they signed up and paid fees for service,” emphasizing
the fact that AOL member are paying customers. Id. at 1113.
In In re Facebook Privacy Litig
Litig., 791 F
F. Supp
Supp. 2d 705 (N
(N.D.
D Cal
Cal. 2011)
2011), the court
dismissed for failure to state a claim, finding that plaintiffs were distinguished from
those in AOL because they are not consumers of Facebook’s services because they
use Facebook free of charge and therefore cannot state a claim under California
consumer protection statutes.
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Courts distinguish privacy violations in cases where the
information is not highly sensitive personal information.




In In re iPhone Application Litig
Litig., 11
11-MD-02250-LHK
MD 02250 LHK, 2011 WL 4403963
(N.D. Cal. Sept. 20, 2011), plaintiffs allege that defendants violated their
privacy rights by unlawfully allowing third party applications that run on
iDevices to collect and use their personal information for commercial
purposes, without
ith t user consentt or knowledge.
k
l d
The district court granted defendants motion to dismiss with leave to
amend, for failure to allege injury-in-fact to establish Article III standing.




The court distinguished Doe 1 vv. AOL LLC
LLC, in which the specific allegations
involved public disclosure on the Internet of highly sensitive personal information
in which AOL played an active role in disclosing.
Additionally, the court was not persuaded by plaintiff’s reliance on In re Facebook
Pi
Privacy
Liti
Litig., because
b
A
Article
ti l III standing
t di was established
t bli h d for
f claims
l i
under
d th
the
Wiretap Act, not at issue in this case.
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Even if plaintiffs are able to establish standing and damages
for information disclosure cases, class certification may be
difficult








In Welch v. Theodorides-Bustle,
Theodorides Bustle, 273 F.R.D. 692 (N.D. Fla. 2010), the district court
certified the class action against officials of the Florida Department of Highway Safety
and Motor Vehicles.
Plaintiffs brought the action under the Driver’s Privacy Protection Act, 18 U.S.C. §§
2721-25 which defendants violated when they unlawfully disclosed personal
2721-25,
information of Florida drivers to a private corporation, Shadowsoft, Inc.
Finding numerosity, commonality, typicality, and adequacy of representation, the
motion for class certification was appropriate.
W l h is
Welch
i significant
i ifi
b
because iit iis the
h only
l kknown class
l
action
i certified
ifi d arising
i i ffrom a
data breach.
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AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, 131 S. Ct. 1740 (2011)






The FAA preempts states from “conditioning
conditioning the
enforcement of an arbitration agreement on the
availability of particular procedures,” including class
actions.
Clarified that the FAA applies to all consumer arbitration
agreements.
agreements
Several major putative class actions have since been
remanded for reconsideration of motions to compel
arbitration.
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Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 131 S. Ct. 2541 (2011)








The Supreme Court clarified the proof necessary to demonstrate the
elements requisite to class certification under Rule 23 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure.
“Rule
Rule 23 does not set forth a mere pleading standard.
standard A party
seeking class certification must affirmatively demonstrate his
compliance with the Rule.”
A putative class of 1
1.5
5 million female employees of Wal-Mart
Wal Mart failed
to meet the “commonality” requirement.
Rothman v. General Nutrition Corp., 11-03617 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 17,
2011)


Denying class certification in putative class action alleging claims under
California’s Song Beverly Credit Card Act relying, among other things,
on Dukes.
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Privacy Class-Action Settlements


FCRA/FACTA


See, e.g., Reed v. Cont’l Guest Servs. Corp., S.D.N.Y., Case No. 10-cv5642





Plaintiff alleged that defendant printed more than the last five digits of credit or
debit card numbers and/or the expiration date on receipts
Defendant agreed to enter into a consent decree and provide participating
claimants with vouchers for goods or discounts

Electronic Communications Privacy Act


See, e.g., In
S
I re Google
G
l Buzz
B
User
U
P
Privacy
i
Liti
Litig., N.D.
ND C
Cal.,
l C
Case N
No. 5
5:1010
cv-00672




Plaintiffs alleged that Google Buzz, a social networking product, raised privacy
concerns in violation of ECPA, the Stored Communications Act, the Computer
Fraud and Abuse Act,, California’s Unfair Competition
p
Law and the common
law tort of public disclosure of private facts
Defendant agreed to change the program, undertake public education, and
make payments to organizations focused on Internet privacy
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Carrier IQ


Numerous suits filed across the country
country, in state and
federal courts, against Carrier IQ, Inc., alleging secret
recording of cell phone activity



See, e.g.,
See
e g Kenny v.
v Carrier IQ,
IQ Inc.,
Inc et al
al., U.S.
U S District Court for
the Northern District of California, Case No. 11-cv-05774
Plaintiffs have alleged violations of various federal and state
statutes:








Electronic Communications Privacy Act
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
Federal Wiretap Act
Stored Electronic Communications Act
Federal Computer Fraud and Abuse Act
California’s Unfair Competition Law
I
Invasion
i off Privacy
Pi
Act
A t
29

The FTC/Facebook Settlement


On November 29
29, 2011
2011, the FTC accepted
accepted, subject to
final approval, a consent agreement from Facebook.







Prohibits Facebook from making misrepresentations about
privacy
i
and
d security
it
Requires that it obtain affirmative express consent before sharing
non-public user information
Requires that it implement a comprehensive privacy program
Requires independent audits of the company’s privacy practices

30

Litigation Strategies


Do you remove?










Is this class action removable under CAFA?
Can you survive a remand motion?
Are you really better off in federal court?
The benefits of Twombly.
Can removal benefit defendant in settlement negotiations
g
while
leaving opportunity for subsequent remand?

Motions to dismiss – Should you file?
St iki class
Striking
l
allegations?
ll
ti
?
Exploring early settlements.
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Insurance Considerations Regarding
Privacy and Data Breach Risks
December 7, 2011
Linda Kornfeld
Jenner & Block
lkornfeld@jenner.com
(213) 239-5176

Biography
Linda D. Kornfeld is a nationally recognized insurance coverage litigator whom
Chambers USA has described as one of “the best attorneys in California” for coverage
litigation Ms.
litigation.
Ms Kornfeld has extensive trial and appellate experience representing
corporate and individual policyholders in high-stakes litigation in California and across
the country.
Ms. Kornfeld has assisted clients in recovering hundreds of millions of dollars over the
Ms
years in a variety of types of claims. Ms. Kornfeld has been repeatedly cited as an
exceptional insurance litigator and one of the top women lawyers in California by
leading legal publications and directories, including Chambers USA, Lawdragon in its
y
in America, Benchmark Litigation
g
as a “Litigation
g
Star” both
topp 500 “leadingg lawyers”
nationally and in California, the Daily Journal as one of California’s top 100 women
litigators, Business Insurance as one of the country’s “50 Women to Watch” in
insurance, and Southern California Super Lawyers, as one of the top 50 women
lawyers in Southern California.
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WHICH POLICIES MAY APPLY?

Review ppotentiallyy applicable
pp
ppolicies
– Traditional coverages:
• General liability
• First party policies
• Errors & Omissions and D&O coverages
34

Specialty Coverages
• Has the company purchased stand alone data
breach policies?
• Has the company’s traditional coverage been
endorsed to add some form of data breach
protection?
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36
36

CGL Policies: Is There a Potential For
C
Coverage?
?
• Where’s the coverage for alleged “privacy”
violations?
• Is this “property damage”?
• Is the “personal injury” or “advertising injury”
coverage potentially triggered?
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What is Covered?
• “Oral or written publication, in any manner, of
material that violates a person’s right of privacy.”
• Does the claim involve some form of “publication”?
• Does the claim involve a “privacy” violation?
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“Publication”?
Publication ?
• What is required to constitute “publication”?
– Some form of “public”
public dissemination?
– Term not defined in many policies.
– “in any manner” language allows for broad
interpretation—courts
p
have concluded that anyy form of
third-party dissemination is sufficient.
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Violation of a “Right
Right of Privacy”?
Privacy ?
• “Privacy” often is not defined in CGL policies
• “Where
Where an insurance policy does not define privacy
privacy”
policy can be broadly interpreted “to include aspects
of privacy protected by…privacy
by privacy statutes
statutes.”
– The theory underlying data breach claims is a privacy
violation.
i l ti
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Data Breach Claims Should “Trigger”
D f
Defense
Duty?
D t ?
– “Publication”—AOL (disclosure of members’ credit card
numbers, etc); In re iPhone (allowing third party
applications that run on idevices to collect and use
personal information).
– Such “publications” allegedly violate customer “privacy
interests.”
– The complaints rely upon privacy statutes
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CGL POLICY EXCLUSIONS

“Statutory”
Statutory Exclusions
• Typically exclude “Personal Injury… arising directly
or indirectly out of any action or omission that
violates or is alleged to violate: …any statute,
ordinance or regulation…that prohibits or limits the
sending transmitting
sending,
transmitting, communicating
comm nicating or distribution
distrib tion
of material or information.”
• Insurers assert as a broad-based excuse to avoid
coverage for Song-Beverly

Statutory Exclusion
Exclusion, Con
Con’tt
• Carefully read the underlying complaint
– What if it solely alleges that you “requested
requested and
recorded” customer’s zip information?
– Does that constitute “sending, transmitting
communicating or distributing”?
– What if in addition to alleged statutory violations the
complaint also contains common law privacy claims?
44

IP Exclusions
• These exclusions generally apply to infringement
claims.
• Data breach claims do not involve alleged
infringements of an intellectual property rights.
rights
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Explicit Data Breach exclusions
• To clarify any ambiguity regarding personal or
advertising injury coverage insurers have added
specific exclusions.
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Mitigation Costs
• Average “expense” of data breach event was $7.2
m in 2010
• Litigation may not be the largest exposure
• Can company’s look to CGL policy to pay for these
expenses?
• Are they “necessary” to prevent covered personal or
advertising injury claims?
47

Errors & Omissions Coverage
• Also review E&O policies
– Cover “claims” for allegations of “professional”
misconduct
– Must act within “professional” capacity as defined by
p y
policy
– Some cover “damages arising from violation of ‘privacy’
laws
laws”
48

Errors & Omissions Coverage
• Some policies can be modified by endorsement to
add data breach coverage.
• Don’t presume that because you are “brick and
mortar” that your E&O coverage should not protect
mortar
you from data breaches.
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“Penalty”
Penalty Exclusions
• Some E&O ppolicies exclude “fines” or “penalties.”
p
• Argue that, in privacy context, statutory damages are not a
“penalty
penalty,” but rather a recognition that damage caused by
privacy violation is difficult to calculate. Therefore,
legislature uses statutory damages to act as a proxy.
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Directors & Officers Coverage
• Covers certain claims for “wrongful acts, errors or
omissions” by company and its executives
• If executives are claimed to have known that there
was an issue before Pineda court ruled and did not
modify behavior, coverage may apply
•
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Property/Business Interruption Coverage
• Expenses to investigate and fix the data breach
• Covered under first-party
first party policies?
• Debates over “property
p p y damage”
g are gguaranteed.
• Is damage to data damage to “tangible property?
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• Not all companies have
matched evolving risks to the
coverage needed.
• Any company that stores
customer information has risk.
53

What to Purchase?
• Stand alone coverage still is expensive.
• What is the realistic risk of litigation exposure?
Defense cost coverage.
• Are expenses more likely? Data breach
notifications, credit monitoring, consultants, lawyers,
public relations, and other mitigation costs.
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Conclusion
• Understand the evolving nature and extent of risks
in order to properly insure
• Audit traditional coverages
• Scrutinize necessary coverage each year to match
evolving risks.
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